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From the wee hours of the morning to the late hours of the evening there is an intense energy that overflows into the hallway near room 263. One may be thinking, “Stop wasting energy stupid!!! Stuart Ogren (District energy conservation guy) is going to be ticked!!! He’s going to nail us on our next energy audit….” Well, what Stuart does not know is that intense energy costs the District zero dollars in energy consumption and has been charging up young minds at CNEC for many years now. Yes, who needs a pantheon of solar panels when you have a teacher like Faith Younglund! Faith is an extraordinary teacher who goes above and beyond for ALL students. She is a perfect example of an educator that truly cares about the needs of students, which is evident by the sheer number of students that flock to her classroom at all hours of the day. Her FAITHful come early in the morning and stay into the hours of the evening in order to absorb knowledge passed down by Mrs. Younglund. Her drive to see all students reach their full potential and her ability to entrench herself in the culture of CNEC is truly something special. Faith is one of those teachers you need to remind to take a step back and breath. Her work ethic is unparalleled and she is always willing and enthusiastic about taking on new challenges. CNEC is lucky to have such an outstanding teacher! Yes, “She’s forever ours, Faithfully!”








Kamal handles all things with grace. She is a smiling face as everyone comes through the Wild Horse Cluster Office. She multi-tasks better than anyone I know, and is the ultimate problem solver. She helps anyone and everyone that walks through the door making them feel as if they are the most important person. She has helped me tremendously in my transition to CNEC, and I am so thankful to get to work with her each and every day.










Debbie is an outstanding teacher. Her content knowledge about science is evident as she pilots new curriculum and gives insight at PLC meetings. She takes what is good, and then seamlessly makes adjustments to ensure that her students are receiving what they need to be ready for the next
level. Debbie always gives valuable input about how to make our department better, but in the end she always says, “I will just teach whoever walks through my door.” Thank you for caring about kids and doing what it takes to help them be successful!
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Robert is an all-around good guy and is all about kids! It doesn’t matter what the situation is, Mr. Prado is willing to do whatever it takes to support students, parents and staff. He connects with kids in and out of the classroom to support their success and is enthusiastic about it! Mr. Prado tries to find the good in every situation with his students and brings a positive attitude in some of the toughest situations. We are very lucky to have Mr. Prado as a collaboration teacher in our department! Thank you Mr. Prado!







Sally Howe is truly an Employee of Distinction. The time this amazing woman dedicates to her students and team is incredible. Sally is selfless when it comes to her students. She spends countless hours making sure students KNOW the curriculum and can DO the work that is being asked of them. Sally is kind and generous and offers her students grace, all while being firm with her expectations. Students appreciate her wisdom and willingness to help them understand the demands of college and the real world. She genuinely wants to do what is best for kids and always goes above and beyond. Sally spent time last summer researching successful study tips so she can help her students find more meaningful ways to study instead of just telling them to “study better”. Sally is also a data driven, number crunching guru. Her team couldn’t do what they do without her. Sally is a gift to her students, colleagues, and our campus. Thank you Sally for all you do.






Jerry Quinn defines Bronco Pride. There is not a day that you won’t see him smiling or hear his joyful laugh echo in the hallways. Jerry takes pride in keeping our campus and buildings looking gorgeous and clean. He is helpful and always gracious when a staff member, parent, or student needs assistance. Jerry thinks about safety and is always cautious and looking out for students and staff late at night. Jerry is hardworking and is a true example of an Employee of Distinction.
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If you ever want to find a teacher who can capture kids’ attention, keep them motivated, and lead with his heart, you should wander into Riley Garcia’s classroom. He is constantly challenging his students with new techniques and a wide variety of pieces, all while keeping it fun and being real for his students. Riley creates a buzz of energy in his classroom that inspires students to confide in him, count on him, and value him for the great person that he is, and that is what makes him an Employee of Distinction!







Hubert Alvarez distinguishes himself every day. Whether it’s taking on new challenges, like coaching soccer and advancing his own training, or working to establish relationships with students and parents, Hubert always goes above and beyond to try and improve the culture and climate at CNEC. He genuinely cares about the students and staff and uses his deep understanding of the importance of motivation and connection to help our kids move forward.











Gordon is the true heart of the math department here at CNEC! Not only is he an exceptional AP Statistics teacher, he is a true mentor in the eyes of all his colleagues. Anybody who has had the pleasure of working with Gordon will surly testify to how kind, collaborative, and hard-working he is. Gordon is always willing to share words of wisdom whether it is about strategies to reach all students, getting our kids ready for SBAC, or researching new digital resources for the department. He takes pride in making the world of AP Stats relevant for his students, and we are incredibly lucky to have him on our campus!
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If you have ever walked by the downstairs A Building display case, you may have seen some of the incredibly impressive art projects that have come out of Monica’s art classroom. Monica has a knack for bringing out our students’ artistic capabilities, and more importantly, creates a classroom environment where our students are free to express who they are. She has a passion for the visual arts, and she happily shares this passion with each one of her students (and administrators who got to participate in a fun artistic perspective lesson earlier this school year). Additionally, Monica has also showed what a team player she is by continually covering classes when there is a need. We appreciate all that you do, Monica!







Barbara has been a long time Bronco! She goes above and beyond ALL THE TIME to support our students. She is loved by all and is a huge asset to our programs. Barbara is calm, gentle and fair in her interactions with the students at CNEC! Thank you Barb, you rock!

